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Senate OK of fast track angers unions
By Mark Gruenberg
PAI Staff Writer
WASHINGTON—In a virtual rerun from two weeks earlier -- and a win for corporations and the 1 percent -- the
GOP-run Senate voted 60-38
on June 24 to pass so-called
“fast-track” legislation to
grease the skids for future “free
VOL. 122 trade” pacts without changes or
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SCOTUS ACA ruling applauded but still...
(PAI)—By and large, union
leaders applauded the Supreme
Court’s 6-3 ruling June 25,
keeping the Affordable Care
Act’s federal individual payments for health care insurance
subsidies for users of health
care exchanges, state or federal. Two others leaders agreed,
but warned of problems ahead.
“Congress passed the Affordable Care Act to improve
insurance markets, not destroy
them,” the court majority said.
The challengers wanted to outlaw the subsidies in states that
did not establish their own
health care exchanges to cover
the uninsured -- some 7 million-9 million people in 34
states. The largest group of
uninsured is in deep-red Texas.
AFL-CIO President Richard Trumka said Congress
should now add protections to
the ACA, since the court kept
the subsidies. Additions are
unlikely in the GOP-run
Congress. The House GOP’s
money bill for the Health and
Human Services Department -which helps administer the
ACA -- again bans use of
money to implement the law.
Trumka
demanded
the
Republicans halt those efforts.
He called the court’s ruling
“an important victory for the
millions of people who need
financial assistance to make
health insurance affordable and
for everyone committed to
improving America’s health
care system.” It also removes
the threat of them being “at the
mercy of” the law’s GOP foes,
who hate the law and Obama.

Trumka advocated expansion of Medicaid to “lowincome workers in every state
and making changes that will
protect and strengthen the
health coverage workers have
fought for on the job.”
“Extremists in Congress
tried to take away affordable
healthcare from 8 million people with a bogus lawsuit, King
v. Burwell, but the Supreme
Court just handed down their
decision: NO,” said SEIU’s
Patricia Sheran-Diaz, whose
union represents thousands of
health care workers. “Despite
the ruling, Republicans won’t
be giving up their campaign to
repeal” the Affordable Care
Act. “Let’s put a stop to
extremist attempts to tear down
this law today. Call 855-728-

5215 right now to tell
Republicans in Congress it's
time to stop playing politics.”
The ACA “is working and it’s
time to move forward.”
But Republican House
Speaker John Boehner’s
response to the SCOTUS ruling was “We will continue our
efforts to repeal the law.”
Laborers Terry O’Sullivan
called expanded access to
health care “a good thing,” but
said legislators must fix two
major ACA holes: Its threat to
multi-employer plans and the
imposition of the so-called
“Cadillac tax” on individuals
with high-value health care
plans, starting in 2018. A transition tax has already cost his
union’s health care plans $45
See Health care law...page 3

SCOTUS strikes down all
U.S. anti-gay marriage bans
Last Friday the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that a marriage is a
marriage no matter who the couple is, striking down all discriminatory, anti-gay marriage bans in states across the country saying they violated the U.S. Constitution.
It took the court 11 years to get it right after Massachusetts
was the first state in 2004 to legally recognize same-sex marriages. In 2012 voters made Minnesota the first state to defeat a
constitutional amendment that sought to define marriage as only
between a man and a woman when a strong coalition, including
labor, came together to stop discrimination and prejudice. The
following year legislators legalized same sex marriages, making
Minnesota the 12th state to do so. By the time the Supreme Court
acted 37 states had legalized them.
State Sen. Scott Dibble and state Rep. Karen Clark were leaders in the effort to legalize same-sex marriage in Minnesota and
issued this joint statement: ““This is a moment for tremendous
celebration all across the country. Today the Supreme Court recognized that marriage is about love and family, and that every
marriage is equal...Social recognition and access to literally
thousands of rights, benefits and guarantees means that families
will be more secure, and our communities will be stronger for
that. We are so proud of the work of hard working people –
activists, our families, our allies -- all across the country as they
persevered these many years for the rights of all Americans.
We’ve taken one more huge step on that long journey towards
freedom in our country. Today, once again, love prevails!”
The AFL-CIO has long had a Pride At Work constituency
group that supports LGBT members. They have engaged in a
long battle to have their health care and other benefits extended
to their partners.
“Today’s Supreme Court decision marks a truly historic day
in America,” said AFL-CIO Secretary Treasurer Liz Schuler.
“While there is still work to do to secure economic and social
justice for LGBT Americans, the court’s ruling is a major victory for everyone who believes in equality.”

worker rights. President
Barack Obama (D) again lobbied hard for fast-track.
This time, senators backed
fast-track without attaching to
it aid to workers who lose their
jobs due to subsidized imports
such pacts allow. The aid to the
workers, Trade Adjustment
Assistance, was another matter: The ruling Republicans
opposed TAA, but, as the price
for fast-track, they attached it
on June 25 to an uncontroversial bill enacting trade preferences for Africa. After armtwisting by House GOP leaders
and Democratic surrender,
OKd that, too.
The rerun upset union leaders, who joined a broad coalition of workers, environmentalists, religious groups, civic
groups and even the NAACP to
oppose fast-track. They were
especially chary because they
didn’t trust the Republicans to
approve TAA – the “fig leaf”
Democratic fast-track backers
and Obama demand.
“Hopefully, Republicans
will keep their word and honor
their promises” to pass TAA,
said Steelworkers President
Leo Gerard. “This vote applies
grease to the wheels for the
administration to rush to complete negotiations on the Trans
Pacific Partnership free trade
agreement,” Gerard explained.
“Workers calling for fair trade
are echoed across the globe.
Free trade ideology has met the
reality of today’s trade system
that has left too many behind as
corporations and the wealthy
have harvested the profits. We
need a new approach to trade...
This fight for fair trade is far
from over. Progressive forces
have new energy from this
fight. Our voices will not be
muted. Those who voted to
continue the status quo
approach will have to live with
the results. By ignoring the
facts and history, the resulting
shuttered factories, devastated
communities and Americans
who lose their jobs to trade will
be their legacy.”
Teamsters President Jim
Hoffa said, “Too many senators
decided to trust big business
and the House instead of standing up for American workers.
The last time the Senate considered fast-track, it at least
included Trade Adjustment
Assistance that would provide
support for the thousands of
U.S. workers likely to lose
jobs. But this time, there is no
such provision and there is certainly no guarantee House
Speaker John Boehner will

take up TAA again.”
Boehner is an Ohio Republican. The House approved
TAA on a 286-138 vote.
“History shows it makes no
sense to give a quick up-ordown vote to bad trade deals
like the TPP that will only ship
jobs overseas and lower wages
in the U.S. But that is exactly
what the Senate has done. Yet
again, workers have been
tossed aside by some lawmakers who are more interested in
pleasing their corporate cronies
than doing what’s best for their
constituents,” Hoffa added.
National Nurses United coPresident Jean Ross said fasttrack and the TPP would
endanger public health, here
and abroad. Executive Director
RoseAnn DeMoro added NNU
would continue its public
protests of fasttrack and TPP.
“The Senate, eliminating
the ability to amend a deeply
flawed trade deal written in
secret by corporate lobbyists,
sent an unmistakable message
that access to life-saving medications and food safety are less
important than the profits of the
wealthiest corporations in the
world,” Ross said. “Wall Street
and the Chamber of Commerce
hardly need more handouts.”
Ross explained the TPP
would give giant pharmaceutical firms “extensions of
monopoly control for high
priced brand name drugs – and
the ability to block access to
cheaper generic drugs that can
mean life and death for low and
moderate-income
patients,
many of whom already face
un-payable bills for meds and
other healthcare.”
“In this entire fight… it was
evident the White House and
congressional leaders from
both major parties were acting
as corporate assets to Wall
Street while ignoring the widespread opposition of American
workers and the public,” said
DeMoro.
“Shame on the Senate for
once again abandoning working Americans and bowing to
corporate interests of the ultrarich on the cloture vote advancing fast-track and the TPP,”
said Amalgamated Transit
Union President Larry Hanley.
Gerard said Obama and his
trade representative, Michael
Froman, “cloaked the TPP in
such secrecy” that only later
will Americans “be able to see
what they’ve done and whether
they will, for the first time, be
able to benefit from a trade
deal.”

Will Congress be next up on July 31 to ignore nation’s infrastructure?
When the recently adjourned Minnesota Legislative
Session started in January there
had been much talk about using
some of the $2 billion state surplus to finally take care of burgeoning infrastructure and
transportation needs. There
was much discussion about
how the federal government
was no longer paying their fair
share of financing projects. In
the end the legislature did little
for transportation. The same
may happen on the federal
level if something isn’t done by
the end of the month. Congressman Rick Nolan (D-MN
8) isn’t about to let that happen.
“Our infrastructure is facing
a crisis of epic proportion. It is
imperative for the security of
our nation, the safety of our

people and the health of our
job-creating economy that
Congress move ahead with a
long-term bipartisan funding
plan for the Highway Trust
Fund without further delay,”
Nolan told the House Ways &
Means Committee last week.
Nolan urged GOP House
Speaker John Boehner to “stop
impeding the committee process” and allow the House
Transportation Committee to
write a long-term transportation bill to address the nation’s
deteriorating highways, bridges, airports, railroads, ports,
harbors and pipelines.
In testimony to the committee hearing to explore financing options before the Trust
Fund expires July 31, Nolan,
pointed out that “Delay after

delay in establishing a clear,
long-term path to finance the
Highway Trust Fund has
moved us beyond national
embarrassment to a point just
short of national emergency.”
He said that shouldn’t happen
on an issue that has strong
bipartisan support in Congress
and across the U.S. but things
need to happen quickly.
If the Highway Trust Fund
is allowed to expire July 31, the
Obama administration has stated that some 6,000 major summer highway projects and
660,000 construction jobs
would be in jeopardy.
Nolan told the committee
“Our highways are falling apart
– 65 percent of them are in
poor condition, and the
Highway Trust Fund is facing a

Workplace organizer training starts July 11
By Zach Sias, Field high labor costs; unions have a goal of the program to support
clear advantage: we know union-led and union-driven
Organizer, NEALC
programs, lift up existing programs as models, learn best
practices from each other and
provide support to unions as
requested.
While political in nature,
there are additional benefits to
engaging in this program.
Mobilized and engaged worksites will create stronger barINSTRUCTOR
gaining units, be more united in
fighting the boss and can be
Construction Laborers Training Center seeking
mobilized for contract or other
skilled Journeyworker with hands-on construction
issue campaigns.
experience for Instructor role.
In this program, we will pri•Comfortable with providing hands-on
oritize the importance of inteninstruction to a variety of students with a wide range of skills
tional conversations over simfrom the beginning student to the experienced professional.
ply distributing fliers. The
•Develop curriculum and facilitate training classes on
NEALC and MN AFL-CIO are
educational topics such as regulatory compliance, construction committed to holding trainings
safety, environmental, and construction skills.
and monthly meetings with
•Passionate about the construction industry
Back to Basics Member
•Possess great interpersonal skills, ability to communicate
Organizers, as well as one-toeffectively, work collaboratively and cooperatively with other
one support in between meetInstructors, ability to inspire and energize trainees helping them ings.
to achieve the goals of being safe, professional, qualified
We are excited to work with
Laborers in the field.
our local unions and hope that
•High School or equivalent required.
you will join us to make our
•A degree in career and technical education with a construction Labor Movement stronger.
emphasis is a plus.
Please contact Zach Sias at
•Journeyworker with hands-on construction experience re(218)
409-9246
or
at
quired.
Zachary.sias@gmail.com by
•Two or more years’ experience in teaching adult learners is
Weds., July 8 to RVSP at the
preferred.
first
Back
To
Basics
•Able to read and understand architectural, engineering and
Communication School taking
professional construction drawings, blueprints and building
place on Saturday, July 11 from
documents required.
9am-1pm in the Duluth Labor
•Must have an advance knowledge and understanding of
Temple’s Wellstone Hall.
construction process, safety procedures, and extensive people
Ironworker Retirees
skills.
•Bilingual/fluent in Spanish a plus.
Monthly Breakfast
•Union background or affiliation is preferred.

The North East Area Labor
Council and the MN AFL-CIO
are rolling out a five-month
pilot program to support local
unions in building worksite
communications structures.
As phones become more
difficult and door knocking has

where our members work and
we have access to them.
Unions may have varying
degrees of established worksite
communication
structures,
including steward structures
and/or other worksite communication structures. It is the

Competitive salary commensurate with experience and
beneﬁt package provided. To access the application packet,
please visit our website at www.Ltcmn.org.

Application deadline: July 31, 2015
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Thursday, July 16
9:00 a.m.

Bridgeman’s (Mall)
Mt. Shadow Drive

40 percent shortfall. Our
bridges are collapsing. We
know all about that in
Minnesota, where the I-35
Bridge in Minneapolis fell into
the Mississippi River in 2007,
killing 13 and injuring many
more. Today one in four
bridges are in need of significant repair.”
Nolan pointed to an Obama
Administration proposal to
fund long term transportation
improvements by collecting a
tax on some $2 trillion in profits that U.S. corporations are
holding overseas as an idea that
deserves strong consideration –

but noted that the President’s
$470 billion plan is still not
enough to fully address the
nation’s needs.
“The experts tell us we
should be investing at least one
billion dollars . . . an investment that would also create
about 13 million new jobs – for
one third of what we’ve spent
over the past 13 years on the
war in Iraq. We have the
money and the resources. The
question is – do we have the
political will to reorder our priorities . . . and use those
resources to begin to rebuild
America....”

Filings open until Tuesday,
July 21 for local elections
Calling all candidates interested in serving their local communities! The official filing period in Minnesota to apply to be a
candidate begins Tuesday, July 7 at 8:00 a.m. and ends Tuesday
July 21 at 4:30 p.m.
For the City of Duluth offices that will appear on the ballot
include mayor (4-year term), and city council district 1 (4 years),
district 2 (2 years), district 3 (4 years), district 5 (4 years), and
two at large seats (4 years).
Mayor Don Ness says he will not seek re-election, as have
incumbents in District 1 Jennifer Julsrud, District 3 Sharla
Gardner, and both At-Large incumbents Emily Larson and Linda
Krug. In District 2 Joel Sipress will run to fill out the remainder
of the term he won in a special election. District 5 incumbent Jay
Fosle has not announced his intentions.
To file for any of those races a Duluth resident must file their
intent in person in the City Clerk’s Office, 330 City Hall, 411
West First Street in the time frame listed above.
The Duluth School Board has three seats up for election this
year, the District 2 seat that’s been held by Judy Seliga Punyko,
the District 3 seat Bill Westholm has held, and the At Large seat
held by Mike Miernicki. All three incumbents have stated they
will not seek re-election.
Interested Duluth residents and Lakewood, Rice Lake,
Gnesen, Normanna, North Star townships residents, desiring to
be a candidate for a School Board elected office must file their
intent in person in the Business Office, 215 North First Avenue
East, Room 215 in the time frame listed above.
A Primary Election will be held if needed in any contest on
Tuesday, Sept. 15. The General Election is Tuesday, Nov. 3.

I.U.O.E. Local 70
Monthly Arrowhead Regional Meeting
Tuesday, July 7, 2015, 5:00 P.M.
Duluth Labor Center, Hall B
Dave Monsour, Business Manager, (651) 646-4566

You are cordially invited to the
Minnesota State Council Machinist Retirees
2nd Annual Picnic & Membership Drive
Tuesday, August 18, Noon to 4:00 pm
The Vet's Camp on Big Marine
11300 180th Street North, Marine on St. Croix, MN
Pontoon Boat Rides at 1:00 P.M. & 3:00 P.M.
RSVP by Friday, August 14 to Michael Madden
651-583-2179 or starkmad@frontiernet.net
1010 East Highway 96, Vadnais Heights MN 55127
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New overtime salary floor
gives more workers OT
The gardens look great but
the gnats won Sunday in weeding the raspberries and asparagus. Weirdos love my ankles,
must not be real meateaters.
Mosquito wars are on now but
not for me–no DEET or killing
products. Citronella and sage
smoke maybe. I get exercise
slapping them and they are
annoying in their buzzing, like
a columnist, but I won the war
against them 40 years ago
thanks to my older bunkmate
sailing the Great Lakes. I asked
him one day, after he said he
hadn’t been sailing long either,
what he had done before.
For decades he had been a
trapper in Michigan’s Upper
Peninsula. I asked what he did
in the summer. Same thing he
said. What about the mosquitos
and other buggers...they had to
be thick? Yeah, they were, but
you just let them have at you,
take your clothes off and soap
off in a stream. Do that a few
times and they don’t really
bother you much anymore,
except for the buzzing around
your head, of course, he said.

Didn’t know how much I
believed what he told me but
he was such a straight-up guy,
not a BSer, I had to think he
was being truthful.
A few years later, in the
mid-1970s, I decided to try out
his theory while I was putting
in the garden in the same place
it is today. I let Minnesota’s
State Bird have at me as I
worked the soil with hand
tools. ’Skitters were thick,
good day for it. When I couldn’t stand it anymore I went in
and showered, then went back
out and continued cultivating.
Did that three times. I don’t
know the science but I’ve had
virtually no mosquito bites
since 1975. Should try the theLabor World 2015 issues: ory on gnats. I had a witness in
July 22;
Aug. 5, 26; case you don’t believe me. A
Sept. 16, 30; Oct. 14, 28; friend of my brother John,
LaPlante, happened to
Nov. 11, 24;
Dec. 16 Scott
stop up during my “Finlander
inoculation period.”
LABOR WORLD
“Hey, Larry, John home,”
(ISSN#0023-6667) is published
semi-monthly except one issue in
Scott asked as he walked up.
April, June, December (21 issues).
“No, he went to town.”
The known office of publication is
“LARRY! YOU’RE COVLabor World, 2002 London Road,
ERED WITH MOSQUITOS!
Room 110, Duluth, MN 55812.
WHAT’RE YOU DOING!,”
Periodicals postage is paid at
Duluth MN 55806.
Scott screamed when he got up
POSTMASTER:
to the garden. I told him about
Send address changes to:
my bunkmate’s theory. All I
Labor World, 2002 London Rd., was wearing was cut-offs and
Room 110, Duluth, MN 55812 boots, and Scott was staring at
S-70
7
me with his mouth wide open.
If you can find Scott–I think
(218) 728-4469
he’s somewhere near Seattle–
FAX: (218) 724-1413
laborworld@qwestoffice.net
he may remember the episode.
www.laborworld.org
A recent column in the daily
~ ESTABLISHED 1896 ~
paper
asked for reader’s methOwned by Unions affiliated with the
ods
in
combatting mosquitos.
Duluth AFL-CIO Central Labor Body
Getting lazy in my old age I
Subscriptions: $25 Annually
Larry Sillanpa, Editor/Manager figured why give him fodder to
Deborah Skoglund, Bookkeeper fill his next column. I’ve got
work to do too or at least space
Board of Directors
Pres/Treas Dan Leslie, IBEW 31; to fill. He wouldn’t have
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do not necessarily reflect the views of the
paper, its Board of Directors or staff, the
Duluth AFL-CIO Central Labor Body, its
affiliated unions, their officers, or staff.
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believed me anyway, but that’s
my mosquito story. Try it,
you’ll be glad you did it too. It
makes wading into a raspberry
patch a lot easier. Skitters love
hanging out there during the
day for the cool and the shade.
Probably help in the BWCA, or
sneaking up on Brookies.
We do a pretty good job of
avoiding mosquito infested
areas and their favorite times of
day. That helps too, but lord
knows we’ve got plenty of
them at home just like you. You
have to be a swinging sensation
to walk down the driveway to
get the paper in the morning.
Now about those hiccups.
Years ago when I’d get them
I’d get up from the chair I’d be
sitting in, turn and look at
myself sitting there, hiccupping, and say, “that’s really stupid, stop it!” They’d go away.
Can’t remember the last bout.
Science anyone? The flu
shot was only 19% effective
this year and look what a good
idea that’s claimed to be by
smart people. DEET’s not good
for you and neither is poison
you’d told to put on your garden and lawn. And don’t drink
out of plastic or aluminum containers. They’ll kill or disable
you eventually. Well, something will. Well, maybe, maybe
gnat. It’s so hard to know what
to believe anymore, truly.

WASHINGTON – President Obama announced June 30 that
the Department of Labor (DOL) intends to raise the salary
threshold below which workers must receive overtime pay when
they work more than 40 hours in a week.
The proposed rule would extend time and a half overtime pay
to millions of workers by updating the current overtime regulations. Under the current rule, overtime protections do not apply
to workers in managerial or professional jobs with salaries above
$455 per week or $23,660 annually—less than the poverty
threshold for a family of four. The salary threshold for the overtime exemption has been increased only once since 1975 and is
not tied to inflation. The proposed regulation would raise the
threshold to about $50,400 in 2016—a little less than the 1975
level adjusted for inflation.
AFL-CIO President Richard Trumka said, “Millions of
America’s workers are one step closer to earning the overtime
pay they rightfully deserve but have been systematically denied.
Working people called on President Obama to go bold, and his
response will provide a much needed boost to our entire economy. This is a critically important step forward for the Raising
Wages Agenda, but it is just that -- a first step.
“The labor movement is committed to ensuring workers’
voices are heard, ensuring that this proposal is strengthened and
fully implemented. We recognize that while the proposal will
help millions of workers across the country, millions more will
still be denied overtime pay by their employer. We will continue
fighting until every worker who deserves overtime protections is
paid for all their time worked.
Joan Entmacher, National Women’s Law Center Vice
President for Family Economic Security said the rule is a step
forward but long overdue. “Millions of workers paid modest
salaries—disproportionately women—who work long hours
would finally get the overtime protections they deserve. Under
the current outdated rules, a promotion to ‘shift supervisor’ for a
salary of just $24,000 a year could cost a woman her overtime
pay even if she was required to work 50 hours a week. We urge
the Department of Labor, after reviewing the public comments,
to implement the regulation quickly—and Congress not to block
the regulation and deny workers and their families the pay they
deserve.”
Following the announcement, Ranking Member Robert C.
“Bobby” Scott expressed his strong support for the increase. “In
the 30 years between 1973 and 2013, hourly compensation for
the typical worker rose just over nine percent, while during that
same time period productivity increased by 75 percent. One reason for the gap between the growth in productivity and wages is
that many more workers today are working overtime, but are not
being paid for it. Today, only eleven percent of the workforce is
covered by overtime pay rules...In the 1970s, the overtime pay
rules covered nearly two-thirds of the American workforce. To
cover nearly two-thirds of the workforce today, the threshold
would have to be set at $69,000. The President’s proposed
change to the threshold would increase the number of covered
workers by nearly five million workers, and will be automatically updated going forward.”

Health care law, ACA, upheld...from page 1
million. Those problems create Obama’s
“pick-pocketing of working people” to fund
ACA, he said. “Millions of workers in multiemployer plans, including Laborers members,
have had quality coverage for generations. They
collectively bargained for it, paid for it out of
their paychecks, and were never a drag on our
nation’s health care system. Unless Congress
fixes the ACA, their plans will be destroyed
through new costs and taxes, such as the 40-percent so-called ‘Cadillac tax.’ The fees and taxes
make the ‘Affordable’ in the ACA an oxymoron.”
The Steel Workers, a leading labor advocate
for single-payer government-run national health
care, lauded the court’s ruling and said “any

other decision would have penalized citizens in
34 states solely because state leaders refused to
act.” Left unsaid: Republicans, dead set against
the ACA, run most of those states. “Insurance
companies can no longer play tricks and deny
coverage to people with illnesses,” USW added.
AFT’s Randi Weingarten, whose union
includes 120,000 nurses, called the court’s decision “a victory for working families,” preventing “a major step backward” in health care coverage. “Ask the nurse who sees patients every
day who are getting healthy thanks to (ACA)
Ask the adjunct professor or the school supportstaff worker who now have coverage thanks to
the law.” She said the law is starting to curb
“out-of-control health care inflation.”
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IBEW Local 242 and 110 members were on the road to Hinckley Father’s Day weekend
volunteering on yet another Habitat for Humanity project. All materials and labor were
donated by IBEW 242 and the Twin Ports Arrowhead Chapter of NECA Electrical
Contractors. IBEW 110 members Bill Malecha and Dave Paul (on right) provided and
cooked lunch. Holden Electric, Hunt Electric, and Benson Electric provided vans and
tools for the day. Installing the main service and wiring the house took only three hours.
(Photo by Wayne Eller, Director, East Central Minnesota Habitat for Humanity)

Community Service Program volunteers not only cut
rhubarb for the CHUM Rhubarb Festival Saturday, they
again broke the record selling brats all day. They continued
their awesome fundraising from their first effort last year
when they blew away the record for sales at the stand from
previous years, and did it again. All proceeds go to CHUM.

Union
Members

These Duluth Building & Construction Trades Council members were among the 300 volunteers during the United
Way of Greater Duluth’s Day of Caring June 24 for agencies and programs needing help with projects. These guys
loaded, secured, and hauled a bunch of fragile, display cases and other furniture for the Duluth Children’s Museum.

Are
Great
Community
Volunteers!
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New NLRB rule has shortened the wait between filing, voting for organizing
By Dan DiMaggio
Labor Notes
(Editor’s Note: Republicans
are at it again to end the NLRB
rule addressed in this article.
See story next page.)
The National Labor Relations Board’s new election rule
—aimed at reining in employers’ power to stall union
drives—went into effect April
14. Organizers say the rule has
immediately shortened the wait
between filing a representation
petition and voting.
Bill Zoda, for one, is
impressed. Per diem nurses at
Brooke Glen Behavioral
Hospital filed on May 20 to
join
the
Pennsylvania
Association of Staff Nurses
and Allied Professionals.
Ballots hit the mail June 9.
In the past, “you don’t get
an election that fast,” said
Zoda, an organizer with PASNAP. “In a week we had a
hearing.”
In theory, elections can now
happen as fast as two weeks
from filing.
In practice, so far under the
new rule, the median wait
between petition and election is
24 days, according to an analysis covering April 14-June 5 by
the National Law Review.
Compare that to 38 days in
2014.
A shorter wait helps workers hold out against management’s anti-union tactics.

Time Is Of The Essence
Unions often wait to file an
election petition until they have
the signatures of at least 60 percent of workers in the unit. But
this support can wilt under boss
pressure.
In a typical campaign, the
employer forces workers to
attend weekly meetings and
supervisor one-on-ones—all
on company time—to hear
arguments against forming a
union.
Often leaders are fired.

Though retaliatory firings are
illegal, winning jobs back in
court can take years.
“Delay hurts,” says Kate
Bronfenbrenner of the Cornell
School of Industrial and Labor
Relations, “because they can
fire one more worker, or
engage in five more captiveaudience meetings or three
more supervisor one-on-ones
per person.”
Because of these aggressive
tactics, there are far fewer
NLRB elections today than in
the past. (Unions generally
don’t file for elections unless
they expect to win.) The board
held 1,407 elections in its 2014
fiscal year—down from over
7,000 a year throughout the
1970s.

What The Rule Does
The new rule eliminates a
number of the steps employers
loved using to slow things
down.
It gets rid of the mandatory
25-day waiting period between
a Regional Director’s decision
on who’s eligible to vote (after
a pre-election hearing) and the
election itself.
Now, whenever a representation petition is filed with signatures from at least 30 percent
of the unit, the board will automatically schedule a hearing
eight days later.
The employer is required to
file a “Statement of Position”
by noon of the day before the
hearing, laying out any challenges to the union’s petition—
like which job titles should be
included. Issues not raised in
this statement cannot be
brought up at the hearing.
Management must also provide a list of prospective voters
by this same date, along with
job classifications, shifts, and
work locations.
Zoda says the board took
these deadlines seriously at
Brooke Glen. The hospital
chain’s lawyers tried to postpone the hearing, but the union

Right to work down in Maine
(PAI)—Following worker lobbying, meetings, phone calls
and 10,000 post cards, right-to-work legislation went down the
drain in Maine by a 90-52 margin in the state House. But the
fight isn’t over yet: The Maine AFL-CIO is warning that rightwing GOP Gov. Paul LePage, who tried to sneak RTW through
in the closing hours of this year’s legislative session, might bring
a version covering public workers back in January. So it’s setting up a summer school for activists in the state capital,
Augusta, for training.
The Maine measure is one of several RTW bills that went
down to defeat in states recently, despite flush-with-cash campaigns from corporate interests and right wing Republicans.
Other RTW defeats occurred in Kentucky and New Mexico.
Missouri’s Democratic governor vetoed the GOP-passed RTW
bill – and has the votes to sustain his veto.
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and board refused.
“They didn’t fill out the
position statement in time.
Then they tried to raise objections during the hearing—but
the hearing officer overruled
them.”

A Big Relief
The rule also allows the
board to postpone until after
the election any challenges that
affect less than 20 percent of
the unit.
Under the old rules, these
questions had to be decided
before an election was scheduled—a process employers
often used to drag their feet. In
response, unions had to make
the tough calculation of
whether to hold out on such
questions or give in just to get
to an election faster.
“That was the biggest relief
for me—that we didn’t get tied
up in the courts like before,”
said Leah Raffanti, an organizer with the Chicago Alliance of
Charter Teachers and Staff.
She helped teachers and
support staff at Urban Prep
Academies, who voted 56-36
on June 5 to join Chicago
ACTS. (The results are still
awaiting certification from the
NLRB.)
“Before, we would have to
convince the workers to hang
in there while we settled these
issues,” Raffanti said, “but now
we can get ready for contract
negotiations, which is more
exciting.”
In Utica, New York, 700
dietary aides, housekeepers,
certified nursing assistants,
secretaries, and other non-professional staff at Faxton St.
Luke’s Healthcare voted to
unionize on May 28 with the
Communications
Workers
(CWA).
Some of the same workers
had been involved in previous
organizing efforts there—
including an election they lost,
after the employer dragged out
the process for months by
appealing the unit.
Some organizing committee
members “had felt so beaten
down by that first campaign
and how long it took,” said
Anne Luck, organizing coordinator for CWA District 1, “but
it helped knowing that there
was a different process here…
“We had one committee
member who, when she heard
about the timeline, got teary—
because it was finally going to
happen, after decades of trying
to form the union.”

a pending unfair labor practice
charge will no longer automatically prevent a vote. When a
union files the ULP, it must
specify that it wants the election blocked.
Employers now have to provide the list of voters, known as
the Excelsior list, within two
days after the board issues the
notice of election. Besides the
traditional names and addresses, the list will now also
include personal email addresses, and cell and home phone
numbers, if the employer has
them.
Organizers interviewed for
this article said they received
relatively few emails, and
many were outdated—but the
phone numbers were useful.
The board first passed similar rule changes in 2011, only
to see them overturned when
the D.C. Circuit Court of
Appeals found that the board
(then only three members)
lacked a quorum.

Bosses Bite Back
Employers are furious, of
course. They say the new rule
promotes “ambush” elections.
A coalition including the
Chamber of Commerce,
National
Association
of
Manufacturers, and National
Retail Federation has filed a
lawsuit in the D.C. Circuit,
calling the rule an overreach of
board authority and contending
that it violates bosses’ rights to
free speech.
The rule has already survived a similar suit—dismissed
by a Texas federal judge on
June 1—and an effort by
Congressional Republicans to
overturn it. The Texas ruling is
being appealed.
Meanwhile,
organizers
expect employers will start
adjusting their tactics to the
new procedures.
“Management consultants
have been licking their lips,
because they can go out and
say, ‘Aha! You need us!’” said
Bronfenbrenner.
“They’re
going to be telling them to do

more meetings, to be more
aggressive.”
She emphasized that the
rule doesn’t touch the absurdly
weak penalties for unfair labor
practices. In previous research,
she and Columbia professor
Dorian Warren found that nearly a third of ULPs are committed more than 30 days before a
petition is even filed.
Shortening the time to elections does nothing to stop those
violations.
Carlos Fernandez, another
Chicago charter school organizer, speculates that employers
might also take advantage of
the right to file challenges
within 14 days after the election.
“Rather than beat you on the
front end,” he says, “they can
try to beat you on the back
end.”
The rule’s future depends
on the composition of the
board and who’s in the White
House. A more pro-employer
board could overturn it.
For the time being, though,
the election process is “very
smooth, very quick, and very
efficient,”
says
George
Waksmunski, a field organizer
with the United Electrical
Workers.
Renzenberger drivers in
Mansfield, Ohio—who provide short- and long-distance
transportation for railroad
workers—voted 7-1 on May 15
to join the UE.
“This election was faster
than
I’ve
ever
seen,”
Waksmunski said, “about 30
days from the day we petitioned to the day we voted.”
Luck, of the CWA, is telling
other organizers: when you
file, make sure you’re prepared.
“You really don’t eat or
sleep or do anything else for
three weeks,” she said. “You
really have to have all your
ducks in a row. But it gives
workers the best shot in the
world to have a union.”

New Information
Another important change:
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House bill would make deep cuts to funding for pro-worker programs
(PAI)—AFL-CIO Legislative Director Bill Samuel and
Keith Wrightson of Public
Citizen say a money bill moving through the GOP-run U.S.
House shortchanges programs
vital to workers and ends
important protections. The legislation cuts employment and
training funds, job services and
job safety and health (OSHA
and MSHA) funding, they said.
It kills health care quality evaluation and funding for disease
prevention programs under the
Affordable Care Act, they add.
It also cuts the NLRB’s funds
by 27 percent, Samuel said,
that would “gut” the board.
And the GOP would yank
NLRB jurisdiction over Native
American tribes’ private enterprises – such as casinos – halt
its new union election rules initiative and end its case on
whether franchise-granters,
such as McDonald’s headquarters, are joint employers with
local franchise holders, and
thus jointly responsible for
obeying labor law.
The House panel which
actually helps disburse federal
funds for the year starting Oct.
1, approved the bill on June 24
on a 30-21 party-line vote. The
bill’s restrictions include:
• Banning automatic representation for workers when
OSHA teams inspect plants.
• A ban on the Labor Dept’s
effort to write rules to force

pension investment advisors,
including advisors for 401(k)s,
to avoid conflicts of interest.
• A ban on DOL’s new final
rule ordering firms that import
workers on H2-B visas to pay
them wages in the same range
as those of U.S.-based workers.
• Banning the government
from enforcing Obama’s
requirement for a $10.10 minimum wage for all seasonal
recreation workers employed
by federal contractors.

Republicans added another
anti-worker “rider” requiring
DOL revisit procedures for setting prevailing wages for government-funded public works
projects. The right wing has
long complained prevailing
wages are really union wages.
Cut-rate and anti-union contractors claim they’re too high.
The GOP Appropriations
Committee report wants
OSHA to return to “compliance
assistance” for firms – a dis-

purview,” he said.
They include a $206 million
cut, to $11.7 billion in overall
Labor Department money. Part
of that is an $18 million cut, to
$535 million, for OSHA, and a
$4.9 million cut, to $371 million, for the Mine Safety and
Health Administration. Obama
wanted more money than
Congress allotted this year for
DOL and for the agencies.
Samuel says the bill’s programs are underfunded, period.

Troubled multi-employer pension funds may get loans if...
By Mark Gruenberg
PAI Staff Writer
The federal Pension Benefit
Guaranty Corporation will
offer loans to financially troubled multi-employer pension
plans, but only if they cut current benefits first, the agency
said on June 19. But in another
indication the issue is still
unsettled, a coalition of unions
led by the Painters, the
Teamsters and the Machinists
joined the non-profit Pension
Rights Coalition and a group of
progressive lawmakers to
demand repeal of last year’s
multi-employer pension law.
That law, speakers said, lets
pension fund trustees take
some hard-earned lifetime benefits away from current retirees
– the cuts the PBGC mandated
in issuing its new rules.
“The system is rigged and
the rug is being pulled out from

underneath you in many
ways,” Sen. Bernie Sanders,
Ind.-Vt., told several hundred
workers and their allies gathered on Capitol Hill for a June
18 press conference. One of
the “pulls” is to let trustees of
financially troubled multiemployer plans cut present
pensions, declared Sanders.
“We have an obligation to
people who worked hard and
played by the rules,” declared
Rep. Tim Ryan, D-Ohio. “If
we can’t protect you, then what
the hell are we here for?”
“Corporations use bankruptcy to avoid paying what
they promised” in pensions,
said Teamsters Eastern Vice
President John Murphy.
“We’ll do everything we
can to ask why while Citigroup
and AIG and the Bank of
America were bailed out to the
tune of $250 billion, they can’t

PUT YOUR HOME TO WORK FOR YOU!
Apply for our easy access
Home Equity Line of Credit
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credited Bush-era plan which
let companies get away with
violations in return for “consultations” with OSHA. They
complain OSHA sought more
money only for enforcement.
Wrightson called the overall bill “reckless.”
“The House majority is
stacking this legislation with
inappropriate policy riders and
providing far less funding than
necessary to appropriately support the agencies under its
find $15 billion to keep
American workers’ pensions,”
said retired Machinists Vice
President Robert Roach.
Despite the uproar, PBGC
went ahead with its rule implementing last year’s law.
It said the loans “expand its
efforts to help prevent the
insolvency of financially troubled multiemployer pension
plans. Under the rule, troubled
plans may apply to PBGC for
financial assistance to fund a
portion of their benefit liabilities in order to remain solvent.”
Plans that could run out of
money within 20 years could
seek the loans, it added.
Before the law, multiemployer plans actually had to
be broke to seek PBGC aid of
any type, a Pension Rights
Center fact sheet says.
The nation’s 1,400 multiemployer plans are jointly run
labor-management pension
plans common in construction,
food manufacturing and other
industries. They cover some
10 million workers. PBGC
calculates plans covering 1.5
million workers are in trouble.
Speakers at the rally say
cutting present pensions is not
the answer for troubled multiemployer plans. They noted
that individual pensioners
could see their monthly payments cut by one-third or more,
from $3,200 to $2,000 in several examples. They demanded
repeal of the new law, enacted
in the waning minutes of the
last Congress.
PBGC’s new rules would
take effect immediately, even
while a 60-day comment period occurs. Last year’s law
came after a joint labor-management group that studied the
issue for years proposed the
cuts in current pensions, along
with higher PBGC charges to
remaining
multi-employer
plans, as ways to raise money
to pay for replacing pensions
due to workers whose plans
could go under.

“Before the act’s passage,
PBGC’s authority was limited
to situations involving bankruptcy by some of a plan’s contributing employers” and it
“required benefits to be
reduced to PBGC guarantee
levels,” the agency said.
“Under the new rule, plans
that are projected to run out of
money within 20 years may be
able to ask PBGC to approve a
partition,” the technical term
for PBGC intervention. “Using
the new authority, PBGC can
relieve plans of some of their
financial obligations so they
can preserve benefits for participants at levels above the
PBGC-guaranteed amounts
and continue to pay retirement
benefits over the long term.”
But PBGC won’t help a
troubled plan unless it already
undertook “all reasonable
measures to remain solvent,”
including votes by its trustees
to cut current benefits. After
that, the trustees could seek
PBGC loans to keep the plan
afloat. “Under this formula,
benefits in excess of $3,960 per
year are only partially guaranteed, and the maximum guarantee amount payable per year
is capped at $12,870, applicable to a participant with 30
years of service and with an
annual benefit in excess of
$15,840,” the agency’s notice
says.
It also says PBGC will loan
money to the multi-employer
plan, which will then – even
though it’s insolvent – distribute funds to recipients. When
PBGC takes over a broke single-employer plan, it also cuts
benefit amounts, but pays benefits directly to plan participants.
“Despite this difference, the
receipt of guaranteed benefit
amounts from an insolvent
multiemployer plan receiving
financial assistance from
PBGC is considered the receipt
of benefits guaranteed by
PBGC,” its notice adds.
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Skilled workforce big reason CNBC rates Minnesota #1 for business
Take that Republican Governor Scott “Wisconsin’s Open
for Business” Walker. On June
24, CNBC ranked Minnesota
as the top state in the nation for
doing business, up from 6th in
2014, and 15th in 2013. This is
the first time since CNBC
began ranking states that
Minnesota has won the top
honor. It has gone to states like
Texas, Virginia and Georgia.
The importance of an educated, skilled, productive
workforce was the most important factor in the decision, followed by the cost of doing
business and the strength of
each state’s economy – all factors Minnesota has been consistently ranked high in.
CNBC cited the quality and
availability of skilled workers
in the state. According to the
study, Minnesota’s workforce
is highly educated, and the
state also offers unique workertraining programs to ensure
future placement in jobs.
The good news comes as a
comforting pat on the back to
Senate Jobs and Economic
Development Chair, Sen.
David Tomassoni (DFL-

Chisholm). “Minnesota’s educated workforce and our work
ethic is a source of pride, and a
big reason businesses move to
and thrive in Minnesota. Over
the years I’ve tried to help
through the Department of
Employment and Economic
Development and the IRRRB
to foster our hard working and
fast growing population. We’ve
got millions of talented individuals who love it here, so
they stay here, and they create
businesses here...While the
Range isn’t the economically
healthiest right now – I strive to
extend these benefits to all
Minnesotans,” he said.
CNBC’s annual study
scores all 50 states on 60 measures of competitiveness, separated into 10 categories. They
include workforce, economy,
infrastructure and transportation, education, cost of living,
cost of doing business, access
to capital, innovation, business
friendliness and quality of life.
Minnesota’s low unemployment rate of 3.8 percent coupled with the high labor force
participation rate at 70.8 percent were important. It ranked

Shar Knutson to step down
The first woman to serve as Minnesota AFL-CIO President,
Shar Knutson, has announced she will retire Oct. 9. She has led
the 300,000 member labor federation since 2009.
“Growing up in a union family and working a union job as a
single parent showed me how much of an impact the Labor
movement has in improving peoples’ lives,” Knutson said. “It
has been a humbling experience to lead a movement that was
there for me and my family.”
Under Knutson’s leadership, the Minnesota AFL-CIO:
• Helped raise Minnesota’s minimum wage.
• Kept a “Right to Work” constitutional amendment off the
ballot.
• Increased union member political participation.
• Extended unemployment benefits for locked out workers.
• Opened up new avenues for women and young workers to
be involved in the Labor movement.
• Built an infrastructure to support affiliate unions in their
organizing efforts.
Before leading the Minnesota AFL-CIO Knutson served as
President of the Saint Paul Regional Labor Federation for ten
years, and previously served as the Regional Federation’s political director. Before working for Saint Paul area unions, Knutson
worked in Saint Paul City Government and was a Policy Analyst
and Assistant to Jim Schiebel when he was the Mayor of Saint
Paul. She specialized in labor, health and immigration issues.
“Workers in lower-wage jobs and traditionally non-union
jobs are standing up and demanding a voice in the workplace and
better standards,” Knutson added. “The future is bright for the
Labor movement and I can’t wait to see what happens next,”
In order to provide time for an orderly transition for the new
president, Knutson has called special meeting of the Minnesota
AFL-CIO General Board for Tuesday, July 14 to elect a new
president. Under the fed’s Constitution, “if a vacancy occurs in
an executive officer position the General Board is responsible for
electing a new officer.” Among board members that represent
labor in northern Minnesota are Alan Netland, Beth McCuskey,
Carrie Umpierre, Craig Olson, Jim Kottke, Judy Wahlberg, John
Rebrovich, Eliot Seide, Denise Specht, Linda Hamilton, Todd
Pufahl, Glenn Johnson and Tom Koehler.
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third in the nation for quality of
life, noting the low crime rate,
clean air and water, and access
to quality health care.
“The credit for our state’s
economic success belongs to
the people of Minnesota. We
thank the businessmen and
women, who chose Minnesota,
and their productive employees, who made those investments successful,” said DFL
Governor Mark Dayton.
Since 2011, the Minnesota
economy has added 189,000
jobs – a 7.1 percent increase.
These new jobs have been
added by the growing number
of business relocating to
Minnesota, in addition to companies that have announced
expansions within the state.
“The CNBC ranking under-

scores Minnesota’s ability to
offer the complete package to
businesses with an emphasis on
a talented, educated workforce
that is encouraging growth
throughout the state,” said
Minnesota Department of
Employment and Economic
Development Commissioner
Katie Clark Sieben. “In the
coming years, we will need to
continue to focus on customized training for workers in
order to meet the needs of our
growing businesses and sustain
our position as the best state for
business.”
Andersen Corporation CEO
Jay Lund said the ranking, “...
leverages our talented workforce, an amazing quality of
life, and a great higher education system.”

Ecolab Chairman and CEO
Doug Baker said, “The focus
on workforce as a key factor is
right...”
In 2014, Minnesota tied for
12th place in the education category. This year, Minnesota
placed 2nd, citing the state’s
educated workers and the
availability of over 200 public
and private higher-education
institutions. The study emphasized the state’s value of the K12 education system, including
long-term funding trends.
The U.S. Bureau of Labor
and Statistics ranks Minnesota
4th for the percent of population with a high school diploma
or higher at 92.4%, and 11th
for percent with a Bachelor’s
Degree or higher at 33.5%.

Plan could help end unemployment, poverty
Over seven years after the
Great Recession began many
Americans are still struggling
with low wages, high interest
rates on credit cards and a
mediocre job market, says Dr.
Ravi Batra, SMU economist
and author of “End Unemployment Now: How to Eliminate
Joblessness, Debt and Poverty
Despite Congress.”
“The main cause of our
troubles is monopoly capitalism, which is a system dominated by giant companies that
charge high prices, pay low
wages and extract huge productivity from employees,”
says Batra. “As a result, supply
rises faster than demand and
generates layoffs. So the solution lies in breaking up the
behemoths and returning to
free markets, where many
firms engage in price and quality competition.”
Batra surmises any attempt
to move legislation through
Congress would meet with
failure. But he says a president
could take actions to improve
the situation without Congress.
Among possibilities:
• The president could use a
1987 law and direct the FDIC
to create what is known as a
“bridge bank” to compete with
large banks. This could cut
interest rates on credit cards by
two-thirds. Banks still charge
the same high rates they did in
2007, even though, thanks to
the Federal Reserve, their borrowing costs are close to zero.
• The Commodity Futures
Trading Commission can use
its emergency power to raise
the margin requirement for
buying oil futures from the
current 6% to 50%. That

would cause the oil price to fall
to its free-market level of $20
per barrel. During past minor
recessions, Batra says, prices
usually fell to less than $15
and helped speed recoveries.
• The Treasury should issue
5-year bonds to needy retirees,
offering a fixed interest rate of
3.5%. “This would not raise
long-term borrowing costs for
the government,” Batra says,
“but it would offer a lifeline to
pensioners nearly devastated
by Federal Reserve policies.”
• The minimum wage

should gradually be raised and
linked to inflation and productivity. Batra doubts Congress
would agree to that, but the
president should continue to
ask federal contractors to raise
their minimum wage on government work. In competitive
markets, the real wage rises in
proportion to efficiency gains,
so linking the minimum wage
to national productivity would
generate a free-enterprise system in which, over time, the
living standard rises for all.
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NLRB nails Terex for law breaking in Boilermakers organizing drive
Judge orders instant
recognition and
bargaining by Terex
with Boilermakers
GRAND RAPIDS, Minn.
(PAI)—A National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) administrative law judge virtually
threw the book at a Grand
Rapids, Minnesota construction equipment firm for widespread labor law-breaking during a 2014 Boilermakers
organizing drive.
Bill Polchow, Assistant
Business Manager for Boilermakers Local #647, said Terex
employees had asked the union
to help them organize and so
they did for over a year.
“With the help of our international and their organizers
we went through many meetings and got to an election,
which we lost by a few votes,”
Polchow said. “We had the
cards and signatures in place
and believed the support was
there, unfortunately the company went to basic 1920’s union
busting tactics and proceeded
to violate several of the

employees NLRB rights.”
Indeed, Terex’s violations
were so bad that on June 11,
Administrative Law Judge
David Goldman ordered
instant recognition and bargaining by the firm with the
union, saying the union now
represents the company’s
undercarriage makers as well
as its painters.
And Goldman also ordered
Terex to rehire 13 workers –
including most of its painters –
whom it illegally fired after the
two NLRB-run elections
among those groups in 2014.
Terex’s labor law-breaking
included threats to close the
Grand Rapids plant, and the
immediate firing of many of
the painters – and later firing of
three more – the day after that
group of workers voted 10-1
for the Boilermakers that April.
Terex’s violations are common
nationwide, according to independent analysis of NLRB
data.
Combined with other labor
law-breaking, including violations included in a profanitylaced tirade by Plant Manager
James DiBiagio against the

union at a mandated meeting
for all Terex workers, a fair and
objective rerun election among
the undercarriage workers was
impossible, Goldman said.
The union had lost the first vote
in that unit, 22-15.
“These violations were
highly coercive and the type of
unfair labor practices recognized by the board to be particularly likely to undermine the
prospects for a future fair election,” Goldman said. That led
him to order Terex to recognize
and
bargain
with
the
Boilermakers.
“Threats of job loss and
plant closure are ‘hallmark’
violations, long considered by
the board to warrant a remedial
bargaining order because their
coercive effect tends to
‘destroy election conditions,
and to persist for longer periods

of time than other unfair labor
practices.’
“Such threats serve as an
insidious reminder to employees every time they come to
work that any effort on their
part to improve their working
conditions may be met with
complete destruction of their
livelihood…The unfair labor
practices were made directly to
all unit employees. Moreover,
the fact that the threats were
made in the days before the
election, and not weeks before,
maximizes their coercive
impact,” Goldman concluded.
“Due to the severity of the
unfair labor practices, Judge
Goldman agreed with the”
NLRB’s general counsel,
which prosecuted the case, that
“a bargaining order was warranted, requiring Terex to recognize and bargain with the

union as the assembly employees’ representative,” the agency
said in a statement from its
headquarters in Washington
D.C.
NLRB issues such orders
“in cases where a rerun election cannot be freely and fairly
conducted due to the nature of
unfair labor practices, such as
employer threats of closure and
illegal employee discharge.”
“On behalf of all Terex
workers in Grand Rapids, Minnesota, Boilermakers Local
#647 and the International
Brotherhood of Boilermakers
would like to thank all the
union brothers and sisters that
took time from their busy
schedules to show support for
the Terex workers...,” said
Glenn R. Weismann, Assistant
Business Manager of Boilermakers Local 647.

“While preparing for my

Teamsters Local 346 has had an effective picket at a
project across the alley from their West End office against
Viele Construction, which was once a union contractor.
Teamster drivers had refused to deliver concrete across
their union’s picket line and have slowed the project considerably. Other Trades’ unions have helped on the picketline. Viele signed with christian labor after the pickets
went up but all the equipment has been pulled off the project, a new facility for Aspen Aerials.
Left to right are Teamster 346 Sec.-Treas. Rod Alstead,
Norm Voorhees (Ironworkers 512), Zak Radzak, and Chad
Sorenson (both Teamsters) on the first day of the strike.

last trial, I was confronted
with an issue, so unusual,
that I was not at all familiar
with it. I brought it to our
weekly firm meeting where
all the lawyers come
together to discuss each
other's cases and help
solve the legal problems
they present. With their input I quickly addressed the problem
and moved forward on the case. I always tell my
clients, when they hire ONE of us, they hire ALL
of us - seven experienced trial lawyers ready to
fight for you when you need it the most.”

Teamsters score big in SoCal
Some 13,500 San Bernardino County government workers
gave the Teamsters a big Southern California win this spring
when 61% voted to merge their 83-year-old independent union.
It was Teamsters Joint Council 42’s largest win eve by far.
The San Bernardino Public Employees Association represents public employees at San Bernardino County, San
Bernardino city and several county agencies. SBPEA members
now join more than 250,000 other public workers nationwide
who are Teamster’s members. They’re the union’s largest sector.
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